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Abstract: By revisiting the Nabara 2 shelter in the southern Ennedi (Chad), some previously
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Figure 1. Location map of the Nabara 2 shelter. The satellite image in the background is from Digital
Figure 1. Location map of the Nabara 2 shelter. The satellite image in the background is from Digital
Globe (Westminster, CO, USA)—Google Earth (Google, Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA).
Globe (Westminster, CO, USA)—Google Earth (Google, Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA).
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Figure 2. View of the Nabara 2 shelter from the dune bordering the Saodomanga hill to the north
Figure 2. View of the Nabara 2 shelter from the dune bordering the Saodomanga hill to the north
(Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera).
(Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera).
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Dimensions of the engravings discovered high on the ground, documented using a long lens, were
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on the calibrated 3D model.
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Figure 3. View from west of the Nabara 2 shelter (Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera). Small stone
Figure 3. View from west of the Nabara 2 shelter (Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera). Small stone
circles lie against the bottom wall (red ellipses).
circles lie against the bottom wall (red ellipses).

Figure 4. Orthophoto of the Nabara 2 shelter. The origin of the metric reference frame is set
Figure 4. Orthophoto of the Nabara 2 shelter. The origin of the metric reference frame is set
coincident
with the eastern
lower 2corner
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engravings and art locations mentioned in the text.
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What strikes one at first sight, entering the shelter, is the presence of white paintings on the
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camels,6).and other crudely drawn quadrupeds painted in white, grey, and red are shown
shown (Figure 6).
Toward
(Figure
6). the eastern side of the shelter, 3 m above the ground (P2), 11 aligned warriors armed
Toward the eastern side of the shelter, 3 m above the ground (P2), 11 aligned warriors armed
with lances, partially hidden behind their round shields, are revealed by digitally enhanced images
with lances, partially hidden behind their round shields, are revealed by digitally enhanced images
(Figure 7). The identification of these nearly disappeared figures is confirmed by comparison with a
(Figure 7). The identification of these nearly disappeared figures is confirmed by comparison with a
similar, better‐preserved row of figures shown in Ga Manda IV, 28 km SSW of Fada, a scene
similar, better‐preserved row of figures shown in Ga Manda IV, 28 km SSW of Fada, a scene
considered characteristic of the final “Bovidian” period (Figure 119 in Bailloud 1997). The term
considered characteristic of the final “Bovidian” period (Figure 119 in Bailloud 1997). The term
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Figure 5. Engravings of camels and linear marks at the base of the rocky spur flanking the eastern
Figure 5. Engravings of camels and linear marks at the base of the rocky spur flanking the eastern side
Figure
5. Engravings
of camels
linear marks at the base of the rocky spur flanking the eastern
side of the
shelter (Photo:
Mauroand
Colella).
of the shelter (Photo: Mauro Colella).
side of the shelter (Photo: Mauro Colella).

Figure 6. Schematic camels and undeterminable quadrupeds painted on the bottom wall of the
Figure
6. P1
Schematic
camels andMenardi
undeterminable
shelter at
(Photo: Alessandro
Noguera).quadrupeds painted on the bottom wall of the
Figure 6. Schematic camels and undeterminable quadrupeds painted on the bottom wall of the shelter
shelter at P1 (Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera).
at P1 (Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera).

Toward the eastern side of the shelter, 3 m above the ground (P2), 11 aligned warriors armed
with lances, partially hidden behind their round shields, are revealed by digitally enhanced images
(Figure 7). The identification of these nearly disappeared figures is confirmed by comparison with a
similar, better-preserved row of figures shown in Ga Manda IV, 28 km SSW of Fada, a scene considered
characteristic of the final “Bovidian” period (Figure 119 in Bailloud 1997). The term “Bovidian,”
although deprecated in modern Saharan studies (Di Lernia 2017), is here maintained for easy reference
to the published literature.
Figure 7. Faded paintings on the eastern sector of shelter wall, at P2 (Figure 4). The enhanced image
Figure
7. Faded
paintings
the eastern
of ashelter
at P2 (Figure
The enhanced
image
to the right
(DStretch
YBKoncolour
space)sector
shows
line ofwall,
warriors,
partially4).hidden
behind round
to
the right
(DStretch
YBK colour space) shows a line of warriors, partially hidden behind round
shields
(Photo:
Mauro Colella).
shields (Photo: Mauro Colella).
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Figure

shelter at P1 (Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera).

Figure 7. Faded paintings on the eastern sector of shelter wall, at P2 (Figure 4). The enhanced image
Figure 7. Faded paintings on the eastern sector of shelter wall, at P2 (Figure 4). The enhanced image to
to the right (DStretch YBK colour space) shows a line of warriors, partially hidden behind round
the right (DStretch YBK colour space) shows a line of warriors, partially hidden behind round shields
shields (Photo: Mauro Colella).
(Photo: Mauro Colella).
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Moving westward, between 3 to 4 m above the floor (P3), a large composition comprehending
Moving westward, between 3 to 4 m above the floor (P3), a large composition comprehending
polychrome human and cattle figures is visible (Figure 8). Long gowns distinguish the women; a spear
polychrome human and cattle figures is visible (Figure 8). Long gowns distinguish the women; a
with a laurel-shaped spearhead characterizes one of the two men standing amid the cattle. The second
spear with a laurel‐shaped spearhead characterizes one of the two men standing amid the cattle. The
man is holding a small conical object, likely a quiver, in his right hand. The frontal pose of the human
second man is holding a small conical object, likely a quiver, in his right hand. The frontal pose of the
figures, with arms gently flexed outward, is iconic to the vast number of paintings attributable to
human figures, with arms gently flexed outward, is iconic to the vast number of paintings
the recent and final “Bovidian” periods, according to the relative chronology of the Ennedi rock art
attributable to the recent and final “Bovidian” periods, according to the relative chronology of the
proposed by Bailloud (1997).
Ennedi rock art proposed by Bailloud (1997).

Figure 8. A large composition (P3) comprehending three women and two warriors, one armed with a
Figure 8. A large composition (P3) comprehending three women and two warriors, one armed with
spear, standing amid a cattle herd (Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera). The upper image is a
a spear, standing amid a cattle herd (Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera). The upper image is a
photo‐mosaic compiled by stitching three high‐resolution pictures (on the lower half: enhanced
photo-mosaic compiled by stitching three high-resolution pictures (on the lower half: enhanced version
version of the mosaic in DStretch LAB colour space).
of the mosaic in DStretch LAB colour space).

Right of the cattle figures (P4), a pair of warriors equipped with spears and wearing loincloths
stand out for the stark contrast between the upper bodies painted in a dark hue of red and the lower
bodies painted in white (Figure 9). The pointed terminations of their heads, recalling animal ears, is
distinctive of the human figures forming the coral scenes surveyed in the Fada I and Soro
Kazenanga I sites, published as iconographic references for the Fada style (Bailloud 1997). Some of
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Right of the cattle figures (P4), a pair of warriors equipped with spears and wearing loincloths
stand out for the stark contrast between the upper bodies painted in a dark hue of red and the lower
bodies painted in white (Figure 9). The pointed terminations of their heads, recalling animal ears, is
distinctive of the human figures forming the coral scenes surveyed in the Fada I and Soro Kazenanga I
sites, published as iconographic references for the Fada style (Bailloud 1997). Some of the finest and
best-preserved examples of human figures featured by this kind of animal ears occur in the Dibirké
shelter (Civrac 2014). This kind of head shape, often combined with a pointed lower face, is common
to a large number of figures throughout many sites. It likely expresses the symbolic identification of
the depicted people with some particular animal or its imagined qualities.
Arts 2017, 6, 16
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Figure 9. Two warriors armed with spears at P4 (Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera). The pointed
Figure 9. Two warriors armed with spears at P4 (Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera). The pointed
terminations of their heads recall animal ears (enhanced version to the right in DStretch LAB colour
terminations of their heads recall animal ears (enhanced version to the right in DStretch LAB
space).
colour space).

Just above the previously mentioned scene depicting a cattle herd, 4.5 m above the ground, six
figures featuring triangularly shaped heads and upper bodies painted in white are evident. Four of
them (Figure 10) form by proximity a group scene on a rock protrusion (P5). They wear a sort of shirt
or tunic ending in a rounded skirt fastened by a belt. A recumbent piece of fabric, extended from the
Figure 9. Two warriors armed with spears at P4 (Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera). The pointed
right hip to the ankle—possibly a sash with the short end on the left hip—confers an unusual elegance
terminations of their heads recall animal ears (enhanced version to the right in DStretch LAB colour
to thespace).
clothing style of the portrayed individuals.

Figure 10. Four figures wearing white clothes, at 4.5 m above the shelter floor at P5 (Photo:
Alessandro Menardi Noguera). Legs are painted in dark red (enhanced version to the right in
DStretch LAB colour space).

Above these paintings, at 6 m of elevations (P6), seven white square motifs with appendages are
present (Figure 11). These motifs likely depict animal skins, as the appendages could represent the
legs and tails of skinned animals. They have just one known correspondence in a site nicknamed
“Horned Head Shelter,” located east of the Archeï gorge mouth (Thrust for African Rock Art records
in theFigure
British10.Museum
Collections
2013,
Four figures
wearingonline—ID:
white clothes,
at 2034.6374).
4.5 m above the shelter floor at P5 (Photo:
Figure 10. Four figures wearing white clothes, at 4.5 m above the shelter floor at P5 (Photo: Alessandro
Alessandro Menardi Noguera). Legs are painted in dark red (enhanced version to the right in
Menardi Noguera). Legs are painted in dark red (enhanced version to the right in DStretch LAB
DStretch LAB colour space).
colour space).

Above these paintings, at 6 m of elevations (P6), seven white square motifs with appendages are
Above
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at 6 m
of elevations
(P6), skins,
seven as
white
square motifs
withrepresent
appendages
present
(Figure
11).
These motifs
likely
depict animal
the appendages
could
the
are
present
(Figure
11).
These
motifs
likely
depict
animal
skins,
as
the
appendages
could
represent
legs and tails of skinned animals. They have just one known correspondence in a site nicknamed
“Horned Head Shelter,” located east of the Archeï gorge mouth (Thrust for African Rock Art records
in the British Museum Collections online—ID: 2013, 2034.6374).

Figure 10. Four figures wearing white clothes, at 4.5 m above the shelter floor at P5 (Photo:
Alessandro Menardi Noguera). Legs are painted in dark red (enhanced version to the right in
DStretch LAB colour space).
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Above these paintings, at 6 m of elevations (P6), seven white square motifs with appendages are
present (Figure 11). These motifs likely depict animal skins, as the appendages could represent the
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Figure 11. Square motifs with appendages painted in solid white at P6 (Photo: Alessandro Menardi
Figure 11. Square motifs with appendages painted in solid white at P6 (Photo: Alessandro Menardi
Noguera), likely representing animal skins (enhanced version to the right in DStretch LAB colour space).
Noguera), likely representing animal skins (enhanced version to the right in DStretch LAB colour space).

Looking further upward, between 6–8 m on the shelter wall (P7), a number of white remains of
Looking
between
m on the
shelter
wall crowd
(P7), a the
number
of white
remains
cattle figures, further
160 as aupward,
minimum,
plus an6–8
isolated
painted
giraffe
wall over
a length
of 8 of
m
cattle figures, 160 as a minimum, plus an isolated painted giraffe crowd the wall over a length of 8 m
7 of 16
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(Figure 12). At the upper boundary of this cluster, a much worn engraved giraffe and one engraved
(Figureshape
12). At
upper boundary of this cluster, a much worn engraved giraffe and one engraved
round
arethe
present.
ro

Figure 12. White remains of cattle figures forming a large cluster of paintings at P7 (Photo: Alessandro
Figure 12. White remains of cattle figures forming a large cluster of paintings at P7 (Photo: Alessandro
Menardi Noguera). On the upper right, one isolated schematic giraffe is present (red ellipse).
Menardi Noguera). On the upper right, one isolated schematic giraffe is present (red ellipse).

At the center of the bottom wall, 4.5 m above the ground (P8), a group of seven bicolour cattle
At with
the center
of the
m above
ground
a group
of seven
bicolour
cattle
figures
dappled
andbottom
spottedwall,
coats4.5
(Figure
13) the
survives
on(P8),
a small
area that
escaped
the intense
figures
with
dappled
and
spotted
coats
(Figure
13)
survives
on
a
small
area
that
escaped
the
intense
erosion affecting the rock surface. To the right of the cattle, the fragmentary remain of a warrior
erosion
affecting
the rock
surface.
To the right
of theenhancement
cattle, the fragmentary
of aiswarrior
equipped
with a round
shield
is evidenced
by image
(Figure 13). remain
The shield
dotted
equipped
with
a
round
shield
is
evidenced
by
image
enhancement
(Figure
13).
The
shield
is
dotted
and featured on the upper border by a triangular expansion.
and featured on the upper border by a triangular expansion.

At the center of the bottom wall, 4.5 m above the ground (P8), a group of seven bicolour cattle
figures with dappled and spotted coats (Figure 13) survives on a small area that escaped the intense
erosion affecting the rock surface. To the right of the cattle, the fragmentary remain of a warrior
equipped
with a round shield is evidenced by image enhancement (Figure 13). The shield is dotted
Arts 2017, 6, 16
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and featured on the upper border by a triangular expansion.

Figure 13. Remains of bicolour cattle figures at 4.5 m above shelter floor at P8 (Photo: Alessandro
Figure 13. Remains of bicolour cattle figures at 4.5 m above shelter floor at P8 (Photo: Alessandro
Menardi Noguera). The enhanced version of the picture to the right shows a fragmentary figure of a
Menardi Noguera). The enhanced version of the picture to the right shows a fragmentary figure of a
warrior with a large round shield, right of the cattle figures (DStretch LDS colour space).
warrior with a large round shield, right of the cattle figures (DStretch LDS colour space).

On the western sidewall (Figure 14), 5 m above the ground (P9), remains of left facing cattle
Onpainted
the western
sidewall
(Figure
14), 5 mare
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the ground (P9), remains of left facing cattle
figures
in white
and cattle
engravings
present.
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engravings
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Unfortunately,
without scaffolding, it is not possible to examine the Nabara 2 paintings in much
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detail. The prehistoric artist certainly did not make use of any artificial mean to access the shelter
wall above a person’s height. As it is clear by satellite images, drifting sands move around the
Sadomanga hill; erosion prevails to the north and deposition to the south. In the past, with a
different wind regime, a dune likely developed against the shelter bottom wall, allowing the
prehistoric artists to attain its upper sections. Over time, a change in the balance between erosion
and deposition made the shelter floor to subside progressively.

Figure 14. Remains of white cattle figures on the western shelter sidewall, 5 m above the ground (P9).
Figure 14. Remains of white cattle figures on the western shelter sidewall, 5 m above the ground (P9).
Two engraved cattle figures are present. The one to the right is deeply engraved and much worn; the
Two engraved cattle figures are present. The one to the right is deeply engraved and much worn;
one to the left is lightly engraved (Photo: Mauro Colella).
the one to the left is lightly engraved (Photo: Mauro Colella).

4. The Oval Petroglyphs
Unfortunately, without scaffolding, it is not possible to examine the Nabara 2 paintings in much
The oval engraved petroglyphs decorating the upper section of the shelter bottom wall,
detail. The prehistoric artist certainly did not make use of any artificial mean to access the shelter wall
between 7 to 9 m, make Nabara 2 an unparalleled site in the varied rock art landscape of the Ennedi
above a person’s height. As it is clear by satellite images, drifting sands move around the Sadomanga
(Figures 15–22). Within an area extended about 40 m2, 27 oval engravings are counted. Their deeply
hill; erosion prevails to the north and deposition to the south. In the past, with a different wind regime,
engraved outlines, acting as lines of weakness, sometimes favoured the detachment of pieces of rock,
a dune likely developed against the shelter bottom wall, allowing the prehistoric artists to attain its
giving origin to elliptical gaps. This sort of mould indicates the former existence of many more oval
upper sections. Over time, a change in the balance between erosion and deposition made the shelter
engravings than it is possible to see today. Most of these engravings are just fragments, which
floor to subside progressively.
survived the intense erosion of the original rock surface. Fortunately, their symmetric shape easily
allows
imagining
these fragmentary motifs in their completeness. Among over 27 engravings, only
4.
The Oval
Petroglyphs
three are devoid of internal graphical elements. Dimensions are in the 10 to 40 cm range. The most
The oval engraved petroglyphs decorating the upper section of the shelter bottom wall, between 7
significant ones of the inventory, listed according to their location from east to west (Figure 4), are
to 9 m, make Nabara 2 an unparalleled site in the varied rock art landscape of the Ennedi (Figures 15–22).
the following:


E1 and E2: two oval engravings subdivided into squares by a longitudinal element and four
transversal elements resembling a framework (Figure 15). Patterns of differently angled lines
fill the square subdivisions within the reticulate motif.
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Within an area extended about 40 m2 , 27 oval engravings are counted. Their deeply engraved outlines,
acting as lines of weakness, sometimes favoured the detachment of pieces of rock, giving origin to
elliptical gaps. This sort of mould indicates the former existence of many more oval engravings than
it is possible to see today. Most of these engravings are just fragments, which survived the intense
erosion of the original rock surface. Fortunately, their symmetric shape easily allows imagining these
fragmentary motifs in their completeness. Among over 27 engravings, only three are devoid of internal
graphical elements. Dimensions are in the 10 to 40 cm range. The most significant ones of the inventory,
listed according to their location from east to west (Figure 4), are the following:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

E1 and E2: two oval engravings subdivided into squares by a longitudinal element and four
transversal elements resembling a framework (Figure 15). Patterns of differently angled lines fill
the square subdivisions within the reticulate motif.
E3: a cluster of partially preserved oval engravings (Figure 16). A vertical element drawn by two
parallel lines halves in two the largest one, apparently surviving for the lower third of its original
area only. A pattern of oblique lines, up left-to-right, fills the left part. A thin horizontal stripe
joins the vertical element on the lower right part; patterns of oblique and vertical lines decorate the
spaces above and below. A longitudinal vertical element subdivides the small oval engraving to
the right; an irregular grid pattern fills the right part. A pattern of lines, up left-to-right, decorates
the left part; two slightly curved vertical lines intersect this pattern. A pattern of horizontal lines
decorates the upper right quarter of the lowest engraving of the cluster, while the left upper
quarter is apparently void. Short segments of the outlines of two more oval engravings are
recognizable near the upper and lower border of the eroded surface hosting the E3 cluster.
E4: two paired oval engravings. A vertical longitudinal element subdivides the one to the right
into two sectors, internally decorated with horizontal lines (Figure 17). A reticular graphic element
subdivides into squares the oval engraving to the left. Patterns of oblique lines, up left-to-right
and up right-to-left, symmetrically fill the resulting square subdivisions.
E5: a fragment of an oval engraving featured by a longitudinal element with a tapering end jutting
out from the round edge (Figure 18). A pattern of lines, up left-to-right, fills the surviving left
upper quarter of what could have been the original motif. A pattern in mirror symmetry, up
right-to-left, decorated the right part, as can be deduced by the narrow strip of engraved rock still
preserved to the right of the longitudinal element.
E6: an oval motif survived the destructive flaking process only by its central part (Figure 19).
Deeply engraved horizontal lines define strips of different height, each one filled with angled
grids. To its lower left and right, tiny relics of four more engravings are visible. The three to the
right preserve traces of internal decorations.
E7: a cluster of four oval engravings. The central one is a simple wide rounded shape with an
internal pattern made of an irregular rectangular grid (Figure 20). The one to the left, similar in
size but almost completely deleted by erosion, is decorated with a disorderly pattern of crossing
lines. A possible third engraving, decorated with a pattern of angled grid and preserved as a
very small fragment, is apparently overlapping the top of the left engraving. Few centimetres
below the central engraving, a much smaller oval engraving is visible. A vertical element traced
by two lines subdivides this oval into two parts; a pattern of oblique lines, up left-to-right, fills
the right part.
E8: two partially overlapping oval shapes (Figure 21). A pattern made of angled lines features
the engraving in the foreground. A double rim and a rectangular grid with horizontal lines more
deeply incised characterize the engraving in the background.
E9: an oval engraving featured by patterns of angled lines, without a clearly organized internal
order (Figure 22).

three are devoid of internal graphical elements. Dimensions are in the 10 to 40 cm range. The most
significant ones of the inventory, listed according to their location from east to west (Figure 4), are
the following:


E1 and E2: two oval engravings subdivided into squares by a longitudinal element and four
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E3: a cluster of partially preserved oval engravings (Figure 16). A vertical element drawn by
two parallel lines halves in two the largest one, apparently surviving for the lower third of its
original
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hosting the E3 cluster.

Figure 16. Relics of a cluster of oval engravings (E3) with various internal elements and decorative
patterns of lines (black and white version: interpretation by tracing, Photo: Alessandro Menardi
Noguera).
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left‐to‐right and up right‐to‐left, symmetrically fill the resulting square subdivisions.
E4: two paired oval engravings. A vertical longitudinal element subdivides the one to the right
into two sectors, internally decorated with horizontal lines (Figure 17). A reticular graphic
element subdivides into squares the oval engraving to the left. Patterns of oblique lines, up
left‐to‐right and up right‐to‐left, symmetrically fill the resulting square subdivisions.

Figure 17. Two paired oval engravings (E4), one with an internal graphic element recalling a
Figure 17. Two paired oval engravings (E4), one with an internal graphic element recalling a framework,
framework, the other with a longitudinal element (black and white version: interpretation by tracing,
the other with a longitudinal element (black and white version: interpretation by tracing, Photo:
Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera).
Alessandro Menardi Noguera).
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jutting out from the round edge (Figure 18). A pattern of lines, up left‐to‐right, fills the
surviving left upper quarter of what could have been the original motif. A pattern in mirror
symmetry, up right‐to‐left, decorated the right part, as can be deduced by the narrow strip of
engraved rock still preserved to the right of the longitudinal element.
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Figure
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6, 1618. A fragment of an oval engraving (E5) with a longitudinal element tapering in a rounded
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termination (black and white version: interpretation by tracing, Photo: Alessandro Menardi
Noguera).



E6: an oval motif survived the destructive flaking process only by its central part (Figure 19).
Deeply engraved horizontal lines define strips of different height, each one filled with angled
grids. To its lower left and right, tiny relics of four more engravings are visible. The three to the
right preserve traces of internal decorations.
Figure 18. A fragment of an oval engraving (E5) with a longitudinal element tapering in a rounded
termination (black and white version: interpretation by tracing, Photo: Alessandro Menardi
Noguera).



E6: an oval motif survived the destructive flaking process only by its central part (Figure 19).
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E6: an oval motif survived the destructive flaking process only by its central part (Figure 19).
Deeply engraved horizontal lines define strips of different height, each one filled with angled
grids. To its lower left and right, tiny relics of four more engravings are visible. The three to the
Figure 19. An oval engraving (E6) preserved for its central portion only, internally decorated with
right preserve traces of internal decorations.
horizontal stripes filled by angled grids (black and white version: interpretation by tracing, Photo:
Alessandro Menardi Noguera).







E7: a cluster of four oval engravings. The central one is a simple wide rounded shape with an
internal pattern made of an irregular rectangular grid (Figure 20). The one to the left, similar in
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very small fragment, is apparently overlapping the top of the left engraving. Few centimetres
below the central engraving, a much smaller oval engraving is visible. A vertical element traced
by two lines subdivides this oval into two parts; a pattern of oblique lines, up left‐to‐right, fills
Figure 20. Four oval engravings (E7); an irregular square grid decorates the one at the center (black
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E8: two partially overlapping oval shapes (Figure 21). A pattern made of angled lines features
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in the foreground. A double rim and a rectangular grid with horizontal12lines
more deeply incised characterize the engraving in the background.

Figure 21. Two overlapping oval engravings (E8); the one in the foreground is decorated with an
angled grid (black and white version: interpretation by tracing, Photo: Alessandro Menardi
Noguera).





Figure 21. Two overlapping oval engravings (E8); the one in the foreground is decorated with an
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E9: an oval engraving featured by patterns of angled lines, without a clearly organized internal
order (Figure 22).

Figure 22. An oval engraving internally decorated with various patterns of lines (black and white
Figure 22. An oval engraving internally decorated with various patterns of lines (black and white
version: interpretation by tracing, Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera).
version: interpretation by tracing, Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera).
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5. The Nabara 2 Oval Engravings in Their Regional Context
version: interpretation by tracing, Photo: Alessandro Menardi Noguera).
Oval petroglyphs as isolated motifs, not directly associated with human depictions, are rare in
Oval petroglyphs as isolated motifs, not directly associated with human depictions, are rare in
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In a site reported near Anoa, 165 km to the NW of Nabara, oval petroglyphs, internally
an outstretched arm. According to the proposed interpretation (ibid.), these motifs, interpretable as
decorated with irregular grids, occur both as isolated motifs and as handheld objects (Kröpelin
shields or hunting nets, could actually be fishnets, and their bearers could be depictions of prehistoric
2016). As handheld objects, they are large enough to cover a person and appear enough light in
anglers, indicating the former existence of nearby permanent lakes now hidden under the sand.
Perhaps the best analogues of the Nabara 2 oval engravings are found in the petroglyphs of
Anoa 1, a site located in the extreme north-western sector of the Ennedi, originally documented in
photography by Jean Courtin in 1965 but published as hand drawings only (Choppy et al. 1996). In
this site, human figures holding oblong objects and isolated motifs identical to these oblong objects
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appear on the same panels, side by side (Figure 23). The internal square partitions of the objects in
“b” and “d” (Figure 23) are comparable to the partitions of the Nabara 2 oval engravings shown in
Figure 15. Actually, this resemblance is the best argument in favour of a common identification for
the Nabara 2 oval engraved petroglyphs and the Anoa 1 pecked petroglyph since it could be hardly
casual. The human figures depicted in Anoa 1, holding also a mace or a short spear (Figure 23, “a,”
Arts 2017, 6, 16
12 of 16
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Figure 23. Typological table compiled by redrawing selected petroglyphs published in the scientific
Figure 23. Typological table compiled by redrawing selected petroglyphs published in the scientific
literature, all executed by pecking. Petroglyphs from “a” to “d” are from the Anoa‐1 site (redrawn
literature, all executed by pecking. Petroglyphs from “a” to “d” are from the Anoa-1 site (redrawn from
from Choppy et al. (1996), courtesy of Bernard Choppy). Petroglyphs “e” to “f” are petroglyphs
Choppy et al. (1996), courtesy of Bernard Choppy). Petroglyphs “e” to “f” are petroglyphs documented
documented in a newly reported site in the western sector of the Ennedi (redrawn from a digital
in a newly reported site in the western sector of the Ennedi (redrawn from a digital picture, courtesy of
picture, courtesy of Stefan Kröpelin). Petroglyphs “g” and “h” are from the Azrenga site, located in
Stefan Kröpelin). Petroglyphs “g” and “h” are from the Azrenga site, located in the northern sector of
the northern sector of the Ennedi (redrawn from Choppy et al. (1996), courtesy of Bernard Choppy).
the Ennedi (redrawn from Choppy et al. (1996), courtesy of Bernard Choppy). These ones, just two
These ones, just two examples over the 61 present in the site, look analogous to the oval objects found
examples over the 61 present in the site, look analogous to the oval objects found in the Anoa area, “e”
in the Anoa area, “e” and “f,” but they are associated by proximity to sketchy animals, not to human
and “f,” but they are associated by proximity to sketchy animals, not to human depiction thus could
depiction thus could represent also traps.
represent also traps.

The “a” petroglyph (Figure 23) evidently does not relate to an oval object but to a square one,
which resembles a kind of square wickerwork shield widespread in Central Africa (Figure 33 in
Benitez‐Johannot
et
al.
(2010);
Quais
Branly
Jacques
Chirac
Museum
(http://www.quaibranly.fr/fr/explorer‐les‐collections/), online collections, Inventory number
71.1935.80.95). The profile of the object held with the right hand in the “a” petroglyph recalls the
African traditional mace still in use in Africa up to historical times among the Peul of Sub‐Saharan
Africa, as well among the tribes of South Africa (Quais Branly Jacques Chirac Museum, online
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Interestingly, among the pecked humans holding weapons from the western Ennedi, the oval
or square objects interpreted as shields are generally held with the left arms, i.e. the natural choice
for right-handed people when it comes to fighting with a shield and a mace or a spear. The “e”
petroglyph (Figure 23) represents just the single case of such an oval object held with the right
hand over nine similar documented depictions (Choppy et al. 1996; Kröpelin 2016). The observed
distribution between left and right arm is easy to explain since the percentage of left-handed people is
genetically predetermined, with a percentage of right-handed between 70 to 95% (Holder 2001). If
these objects were representations of net-traps, fishnets or any other possible tool they would have
been likely represented as objects handheld mainly with the right arm.
Items from traditional African societies collected in ethnographic museums suggest prehistoric
shields were made of woven reeds or wicker, wood, and animal hides (Benitez-Johannot et al. 2010;
Petch and Dudley 1997). Shields made of reeds or wicker could be very effective in protecting from
thrusting weapons because of their flexibility. Wicker shields are light in weight, and the raw material
is easily available wherever lakes or swamps are present, as they should have been in the ancient
environment of the Ennedi, which was more humid in prehistory (Kröpelin S. et al. 2008). A building
technique based on wicker or rattan woven over a wood framework could explain in the simplest way
the geometric features of most of the oval engraved motifs decorating Nabara 2. The longitudinal and
transversal elements or the single longitudinal element observed within the most elaborate engravings
likely represent wooden frameworks or wooden poles, indicating a variety of building characteristics,
as observed in the Barbier-Mueller African collection of shields (Benitez-Johannot et al. 2010). In
particular, the jutting-out element observed in the engraving of Figure 18 strikingly resembles the
pole top end of a shield collected in Chad (Quais Branly Jacques Chirac Museum, online collections,
Inventory number: 71.1930.42.32). The longitudinal-pole design in a shield is actually one with a wide
geographic diffusion, mainly used in shields made of leather. It derives from the most elementary,
primitive kind of shield, i.e., the parrying stick, a stick suitable to ward off a blow in fighting at close
range with an offensive weapon like a spear or a club (Petch and Dudley 1997). Therefore, it would be
not strange to have this kind of design represented in Nabara 2, along with shields of different design,
if the oval engravings really represent shields built in the prehistoric past, whatever could be the age
of the petroglyphs.
It is worth noting that in the Benitez-Johannot vast collection, shields of wicker from the Central
African countries, including Cameroon and Chad, largely outnumber shields made of wood or leather,
while the elongate oval shape predominates other shapes. However, a shield made of a plank of
wood, if translated into an engraving, could be indistinguishable from a shield of wicker, since simple
decorations of wooden surfaces mimicking woven fibres are in the record.
Shields are primarily defence devices, but for the sophistication of the building techniques, for
their decorations showing personal identity, clan, or army appurtenance, they can also be objects of
prestige, with a symbolic and affective value attached (ibid.). In the Chéïré-1 shelter, decorated round
shields, shown as handheld objects and as motifs per se (Figures 6 and 7 in Menardi Noguera and
Bonomo (2014)), offer good evidence that among some cattle pastoral societies of the Ennedi past,
patterned shields could have stood for their owners as heraldic blazons. In this light, the described
oval engravings, if correctly interpreted as shields, could have been the coats of arms of an important
clan, which elected Nabara 2 as a site of special significance.
In the lack of any direct superimposition with paintings, it is not possible to establish the placement
of the Nabara 2 oval engravings in the relative chronology of the Ennedi rock art by the usual method.
However, these engravings could be contemporary or older in respect of the cattle figures painted on
the eastern shelter side at the same elevation from the floor. They should be older than the paintings
attributable to the final cattle period documented about two meters below and painted in a time when
the upper sector of the shelter wall was already out of reach.
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6. Future Research Avenues
In order to test the proposed iconographic identification of the Nabara 2 oval engravings with
shields, more sites with analogous motifs, possibly associated to human depictions, should be
searched for and studied. Sole reliance on ethnographic collections for identification of motifs in
the prehistoric art without archaeological evidence from ancient artefacts is problematic since the
traditional African societies of the colonial era did not live in a fossilised cultural past. In rock art
studies, only typological analysis based on large samples could be a partial remedy to the lack of hard
data from archaeological digs.
More research in this field is evidently necessary, especially in the core sector of the Ennedi
Highland neighbouring the Nabara 2 shelter.
7. Conclusions
The discovery of the Nabara 2 oval engravings, a true novelty in the rock art of the Ennedi
panorama dominated by the absolute prevalence of pecked petroglyphs, leads to consider the
implications of a possible singularity in the panorama of the regional rock art. Although some
of the thousands of known paintings and petroglyphs in the Sahara appear as masterpieces for the
unequalled excellence of execution and imaginative power, most of the rock art is serial and recursive.
It is in the literature that the prehistoric artists of the Ennedi developed motifs drawing from a very
restricted selection of all the possible animate or inanimate models existing in their real world. This
is especially true for the pastoral art, which is highly standardised. The frequency of motifs varies
from site to site, but it is difficult to find examples of motifs without matches. For these reasons, any
apparent oddity in the regional rock art raises questions, as it can be due to the taphonomic factor
or to insufficient observations. The selection operated by the taphonomic factor should be always
considered before drawing any conclusion about the representativeness of the surviving rock art
of any region (Bednarik 1994). In the case of the Nabara 2 oval engravings, largely destroyed by
weathering agents, the taphonomic factor is evidently relevant. The rarity of this kind of petroglyph is
certainly in relation to their preservation chance through the ages. However, insufficient or inaccurate
observations could also have an effect, notwithstanding the large number of reported rock art sites
from the Ennedi, which is in excess of 400. As Nabara 2 itself demonstrates, the survey quality of the
many gigantic shelters known in the region is unsatisfactory. Moreover, most of the past exploration
for rock art was concentrated along the easy to access lower sections of its ramified drainage system,
thus creating a geographical bias in the available documentation. Interestingly, Lenssen-Erz (2012),
studying sample areas in the Ennedi, noted a pattern in the distribution of different motifs according to
the compartmentalization of the territory, with certain motifs appearing only in some specific sections
of the landscape. Therefore, some surprises might emerge in future surveys, transitioning from the
best-known southern valleys to the poorly explored core area of the Ennedi. In this light, the discovery
of the oval engravings of Nabara 2 is an addition to the inventory of known motifs, proving the
existence of a more varied rock art than the sheer number of reported sites allows.
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